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companies producing community drama
of a high quality - as ‘hugely important
and invigorating.’ For him, being Patron
is no nominal role. To demonstrate his
commitment, he plans to visit all the
organisations within the Guild’s member-
ship (around a hundred) over a period of
time. Wherever possible, he’d like the
visits to coincide with a significant event,
and cites an ambitious production he
attended of Ayckbourn’s trilogy Damsels
in Distress - mounted by Lewes Theatre
Club in conjunction with The Oast Theatre,
Tonbridge and The Archway Theatre,
Horley. This was a project that would
have been difficult for a commercial
company to undertake.

continued...

or all the success stories, who
can deny that, along with other
sectors of the community,
amateur theatre struggles to
maintain its hold as a serious

hobby under the social pressures of
today’s world? So, having one of our
leading actors with over forty years at
the top of his profession on our side - I
nearly wrote ‘greatest’, but his no frills,
down-to-earth manner defies you to be
reverential - is a huge plus. And not just
for Little Theatres but dramatic societies
everywhere. Gandalf for a figurehead -
you can’t get much better than that!
Sir Ian regards the Little Theatres Guild
- with its remit to support independent

When, in 2008, Sir Ian McKellen agreed to become
Patron of the Little Theatre Guild of Great Britain,
he provided a much-needed ego boost for amateur
theatre in this country.

In this special Sardines feature Raymond Langford
Jones talked with him about his appointment - and
asked for some tips on acting.

F
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Photo by Sasha Gusov
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companies - drama is about communica-
tion for heaven’s sake - but the tools for
this are already there in the form of
newsletters, magazines, email etc. Too
often, however, the distribution of vital
information is ineffectively targeted,
failing to reach the eyes of the very
people it’s designed for.

PREPARING FOR A ROLE

But I really wanted to get down to the
nitty-gritty and ask Sir Ian about acting.
Did he have any guidance to offer?
Perhaps because he never went to
drama school, he follows no particular
acting method, and says he starts
afresh with each new role he undertakes,
constantly striving to improve. He thinks
he’s getting better! What advice would
he give to a keen but enthusiastic young
actor, then?  
‘See as much acting as possible, at as
high a standard as possible, in any
medium - stage, cinema, TV, radio. Go
to the theatre with someone, take a
notebook … when it’s over discuss what
you thought about it, what worked …
how this helps you attend to your own
acting … be critical about what you see.’ 

Once cast in a part, it is vital to ‘read
and re-read the text, read around it …
disentangle it,’ Whilst Sir Ian appreciates
that he, personally, is in a position to be

continued...

HELPING OURSELVES

Sir Ian is concerned and involved with
improving the lot of young people, not
just in drama, but in other areas of
community life (he was due to speak to
secondary school staff and students
about homophobic bullying around the
time I talked to him). In the context of
our discussion, however, he was anxious
to impress that we need to maximise
opportunities for the next generation of
actors. He pointed out that, whilst many
Little Theatres have their own youth
groups, the adults can so easily hog
centre stage and neglect the teenagers
who require time and space to develop
their interest and skills. Both sides
should try and provide mutual support,
strengthen their relationship through a
greater awareness of each other’s
needs. 

He was saddened to note that many
member companies don’t take advantage
of the forums The Guild provides for
sharing and solving problems, and advo-
cates better dialogue between them. At
a recent AGM, only a minority of partici-
pating Little Theatres were represented.
He feels that for The Little Theatre Guild
to have any meaning, the companies
concerned should take advantage of
such events. Sir Ian hit upon a common
problem here. Not only is there a large
measure of insularity in many of our

LOOKING OUTSIDE THE BOX

He’s the first to admit: ‘We (in the profes-
sion) cannot ignore the huge enthusiasm
there is for amateur theatre,’ having no
time for the defensive ‘us-and-them’
attitude that some actors adopt towards
us mere enthusiasts. And he knows few
pros who haven’t acquired their formative
creative experience with local societies.
He’s also quick to point out his own the-
atrical roots: by the age of nineteen he’d
appeared in twenty productions, either
at school or at the Bolton Little Theatre,
adding a further score whilst at
Cambridge. For Sir Ian McKellen, acting
is acting - the differences between ‘pro’
and ‘am’ are purely marginal.

Whilst he appreciates that, to survive,
we have to put bums on seats as much
as any other type of theatre, a recurring
theme of our discussion is how amateur
companies and actors are better placed
to make the most of their freedom -
they should be encouraged to take risks,
‘work outside the box … outside their
comfort zones.’

CONSTANT PRACTICE

For Sir Ian, the experience he gained
performing at Cambridge (1958-1961)
where he was a contemporary of such
‘hopefuls’ as Peter Cook, Trevor Nunn,
Derek Jacobi and Corin Redgrave, pro-
vided far better training ground than any
drama school. Two of the productions
he was in even transferred to London.
He was also fortunate to hone his devel-
oping talent under the eyes of directors
of the calibre of John Barton and
George Rylands, 

Did he feel he’d missed out on skills he
might have picked up at drama school?
‘No, the best training for any actor must
be through constant practice of their
craft. Additional skills can be acquired
as and when they are needed.’

Photo by Pierre Vinet
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He started moving away from them
whilst reciting - the further away he
walked, of course, the louder his voice
became. ‘Focus on who you want to
speak to.’ He is dismissive of too many
vocal exercises.  ‘Projection should
become unconscious … an attitude of a
mind.’ 

Above all: ‘The playwright - alive or dead
- will be relying on you. As long as you
are dedicated and give as good, as
truthful a performance as you can, the
audience won’t think: ‘They’re amateurs’.’

DISCOVER THINGS ABOUT YOURSELF
YOU DIDN’T KNOW

I was curious to know if any one of the
many directors he’d worked with had
particularly inspired him. ‘Tyrone Guthrie,’
he replied, unhesitatingly, who told his
actors to: ‘dare, take risks and abandon
yourself to the rehearsal. Be prepared
to learn and then show things about
yourself that you didn’t know or have
kept hidden.’ Above all: ‘fulfill yourself!’

KEEPING FIT

We discussed the energy and degree of
physicality an actor needs. I reminded
Sir Ian of the punishing fitness routine
he had undergone years ago in prepara-
tion for playing Coriolanus. He agrees
that we underestimate how exhausting
performing should be and how we need
to look after ourselves in order to give
of our best. ‘An actor should expect to
be tired.’

PROJECTING EFFECTIVELY

I expressed concern that many actors,
however keen, don’t always have the
chance to see much professional theatre,
and tend to use television and other
amateur performers for their ‘bench-
marks’. Had Sir Ian any tips, in particular
about ensuring good diction and projec-
tion?  

‘Don’t think about it too much - just adapt
the level of your voice to the size of the
auditorium - ensure you reach everyone.’
He recalls Eric Porter exploring vocal
pitch by going for a walk with a friend.

part of the production planning process
of his own work, he recommends, above
all, that actors do their best to get to
know the director before rehearsals
begin, to discover their ‘thinking’.
Research may well be needed too - eg in
the case of historical characters and
accents. Once in rehearsal, the most
valuable asset is self-confidence: ‘agree
to make a fool of yourself. And, when
you leave rehearsals, don’t forget what
you have learnt. Come armed with ques-
tions to the next one.’ 

We talk about discovering a character’s
DNA. He agrees that ‘feet’ are essential
to creating a role. Often, ‘if you get one
little bit right you get everything right.’
He recommends focusing initially ‘on
one small aspect of a character …
how things like aches and pains
affect the way they think and
behave. Start with the toe, then
the ankle, then the foot - let
that run through the whole
body: hands, voice etc.’
Slowly the complete

person will come
together.
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BACK TO THE HAYMARKET

What’s lined up for Sir Ian now? As I
write, we await his appearance as
‘Number Two’ in ITV’s re-make of sixties
cult series The Prisoner alongside new-
comer Jim Caviezel. He is also back in
the West End, from January to April, in
Beckett’s Waiting For Godot - again with
Ronald Pickup, but with another ex-RSC
actor, Roger Rees  (who is returning
from the USA) replacing Patrick Stewart.

After that there are two films based on
Tolkien’s The Hobbit to look forward to,
to be produced by the same team as
The Lord of the Rings cycle, although
this time Peter Jackson will only be
involved with the script.  

And then? A national treasure (this he
queries) and gay icon, who‘s played
everything from King Lear to Widow
Twankey - via Coronation Street - can he
possibly have any unfulfilled ambitions?
He looks forward to what he considers
may be his last working decade, and
says he just wants to continue to act
‘… good plays … new work - and I’d love
to play ‘dame’ again! I don’t want to
waste it.’  

I know he won’t.

Raymond Langford Jones

photo - Vassily Kudryavtsev
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